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     English Language Worksheet 

Instructions- 

 Revise all the work done in your previous class. 

 Previous class books and other books can be used for reference. 

 Don’t go out of your house to buy anything for the assignments. Use the resources 

available at home. 

 

1. Read the following passage carefully - 

Max’s Best Friend  

Max, a dog, sat by the window looking at the street. Soon his best friend would be home. It 

would be the most fun time of the day. Then the school bus came and Alexander got off the 

bus, came up the walk and into the house. Max’s tail was already wagging to greet 

Alexander. Alexander gave Max a big hug and said, “I’m hungry! Are you ready for our 

snack?” Max didn’t answer. He just followed Alexander to the kitchen. Alexander ate a 

banana and gave Max a small biscuit. Then Alexander put on his play clothes and the two 

buddies went outside to play together. They played for a long time until Alexander said, 

“Come on Max, we better do some homework before supper.” Max wanted to play some 

more but he was happy to help with homework as long as he could be with his best friend.  

Answer the following questions-  
a) What was Max doing? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

b) How did Max react when his best friend came back to home? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

c) Why was Max happy even though he wanted to play more? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 



d) Find the following from the passage- 

i) Noun    ____________________  ____________________ 

ii) Pronoun   ____________________  ____________________ 

iii) Adjectives   ____________________  ____________________ 

iv) Prepositions  ____________________  ____________________ 

v) Adverbs  ____________________  ____________________ 

e) Make your own sentences- 

i) Friend _____________________________________________________________ 

ii) Homework _________________________________________________________ 

2. Fill in the blanks with suitable articles- 

We saw __________ panda video last night. ___________ panda was playing on 

___________ slide. It is _____________ animal loved by everyone. 

3. Write the collective noun for the following- 

a) An __________________ of soldiers. 

b) A ___________________ of students. 

c) A ___________________ of sheep. 

d) A ___________________ of ants. 

4. Fill in the blanks with the present continuous form of the verbs given in the brackets- 

a) The farmers _______________________ in the fields. ( work) 

b) The ship ____________________________ to Japan. ( sail)  

c) We _____________________________ a new concept in Science. (learn)  



 

5. Complete the following table- 

POSITIVE  COMPARATIVE  SUPERLATIVE 

Cold   

Thin   

Brave   

Costly   

Active   

Bad   

Good    

 

6. Covid-19 is one of the worst crisis to ever hit humanity. However, we are trying to 

defeat it by taking some precautionary measures and following some rules. Lockdown is 

one of those rules. We all are inside our respective houses with our families. What 

problems are you facing during this lockdown period? Is it helping our environment in 

any way? Discuss with your parents and write a short paragraph on it.  


